We are pleased to be able to offer you a wide selection of products to
shield your systems against electromagnetic fields and EMI/RFI.
NM Sonic products can provide the ultimate protection and help your sound
system deliver the best possible sound!
Our Products clear the sound, open-up the soundstage making it more 3d holographic,
presenting the instruments and the human voice more realistically in dimensions and
tonality and make the system completely silent, more pleasant and coherent, more
musical and emotional.
Music comes more live, unstressed, uncompressed with improved, bass control,
dynamics, rhythm, tonal balance and accuracy. The sound, in every single system on
which the NM SONIC PURIFIERS were tested, changed immediately, it acquires better
''silence'' and it becomes more relaxing.
Everyone that has listened to this product and has lived with it has agreed that the system
acquires greater immediacy, and is more natural, less compressed, better homogeneity
and consistency.
• The SOUNDSTAGE acquires a larger density and the presence of instruments and
artists become more realistic.
• The image becomes more holographic and the 3 dimensions become more explicit.
• The system acquires higher interest as you become more in tune with the instrument
and voices heard.
• As for the frequency levels, the low level becomes more rhythmical and acquires better
''body'' and control.
• The mids acquires better acoustic purity, and again sounds more natural, relaxing and
realistic than before.
• The highs regain 'extension' and better homogeneity. They become more relaxing and
natural without losing precision and analysis. There is no more piercing of the ear effect
in this area as well.
• The fine and elegance of the notes make their presence more perceptible and make the
listener not to think if the system plays or not, or if the highs or lows are proper. The
listener slips into the music without thinking, hypnotized by the musicians work ......and
this is what we are all after in reality. A live performance.

What unites NM SONIC with you, is our united love for music and audio in
general, and this opens new paths and horizons for everyone to connect
worldwide with.

The range of "NM SONIC PURIFIERS" products.
Our products come in 4 versions depending on the use:
Cable standard, Standard, Reference & Signature.

•

Cable StandardCψΑABLE
STANDARD LONG
Dimensions : W 14cm x D 1,5cm x H 1,8cm
For all AC cables close to the IEC plug of the equipment. It is attached with tie
wraps to any analog interconnect at the entry of the signal, to digital
interconnect, video cables, speaker cables, power strip AC cable.

•

Standard

•

STANDARD SHORT
Dimensions : W 7,5cm x D 2,5cm x H 1,6cm
for POWER DISTRIBUTION BOARDS. You very simply put this on your
Electrical board and keep it there.

Reference
REFERENCE
Dimensions : W 8,5cm x D 7,5cm x H 1,4cm
This should be placed on the cover of external phono stage's, preamplifier's, power
amplifier's, cd's, cd transports/dac's, and any external power supply. It can also be placed
near the motors of any turntable. We can also place this on top of video projectors to
increase picture quality, contrast and 3D imagery.

•

Signature

Dimensions : Diameter 1Ocm x H 3cm
This should be placed on the cover of external phono stage's, preamplifier's, power
amplifier's, cd's, cd transports/dacs, and any external power supply. It can also be placed
near the motors of any turntable. We can also place this on top of video projectors to
increase picture quality, contrast and 3D imagery.
Designed especially for High End products having high current / power supplies and
high electromagnetic fields.
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